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Subject: Cladding Fire Testing & Investigation

To Whom It May Concern

Following the horrific events of the Grenfell Tower Block tragedy in London, it has become 
priority to investigate all cladding material and insulation that forms the external envelope of 
buildings to ensure that cladding meets the required performance criteria and that products 
pass the required fire rating.

AtAt PT Consultancy, our qualified staff have over 50 years combined experience within this 
specialist sector of cladding and installation of external fire rates cladding.  We are familiar with 
a wide range of UK and European products used on residential, office and retail developments
which have become available in the last decade.

PT Consultancy have the available capability and expertise to investigate, review and test 
cladding products and insulation to determine the effectiveness of the material’s performance in  
various situations.  

WeWe will provide a detailed and efficient report of the cladding products composition, fire rating, 
combustibility and suitability.  Our detailed surveys and reports allow owners - and indeed 
occupiers - comfort that they are adhering to regulations and can be provided to insurance 
companies and underwriters when reinsuring properties.

PT Consultancy can provide a complete review of your building’s O&M Manual and ‘as-built’ 
drawings, as well as the investigation of fixed products.  The review will determine whether 
further testing is required and whether there is a requirement to remove, investigate and test 
external panels and sample insulation.external panels and sample insulation.
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PT Consultancy, as an approved installer of many UK and European cladding products, 
can  remove (where necessary) panels and initiate testing.

We have many approved and certified partners, such as Warrington Fire Research, who provide 
detailed technical support particularly in respect of BS ENISO 1716 2010 
(reaction to fire tests for products – determination of the gross heat of combustion).

PTPT Consultancy will work with owners, landlords and Local Authorities to ensure that testing 
works are carried out in a professional manner to minimise the impact on the day-to-day 
operation of your business and avoid creating any unnecessary concern to occupants of 
 properties.

Following our detailed review of a property, we will produce a comprehensive report which will 
include any necessary recommendations and actions (where required) within a maximum of 
three  weeks following our initial review.

InIn situations where cladding material fails the fire regulations or is determined to 
be unsafe, PT Consultancy will advise the most appropriate way to make the building safe, 
conduct the necessary works and implement the required regulatory solution.

Should you wish to engage in our services, we will work with you to find economical 
and safe solutions and provide detailed support. This will include photographic and technical 
documentation to satisfy your insurance provider - as well as you as the person ultimately 
responsible - that your building is meeting all the statutory requirements and legal 
obligations necessary.obligations necessary.

To satisfy yourself that your building is safe and provide some peace of mind 
please contact us today. You can be assured that we will give you that peace of mind.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Yours Sincerely

Paul Tedstone
Managing Director


